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IN OUR 77th YEAR

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Vol. LXXVII No.'57

sTATE TO BUILD TEMPORARY BRIDGE
—

VOMIC SURPRISE

imancar

R-ed-Cross
Board'Meets
On Tuesday I

Alort-For- Tornado
LaftsTid In Valley
------

William Young
Manager For
Clements

Mrs. Cohrosils
Mayfield SPeaker

Wooden_ Structure Ana Ily-Pass
Road Will Be Built At Once

By United Press
Mrs. Ann Herron Cohron, ReA tornado alert issued early Or.ference Librarian. Murray Stele
day for the Ohio River Valley reCollege, was guest speaker at
gion of Kentucky was lifted when
the meeting of the Fine Arts
Relief was promised to residents -two, or three weeks, depending
a mass of cold ejr moved in from
Department of the Mayfield Wo- who reside beyond the bridge on the weather,
the West and ended the danger.
man's Club, Thursday afternoon, over the Clark's river yesterday.
Land was loaned to the state
leentuck-y escaped
only miMarch I.
when a decision was made at by Aubrey Woods and
Bailee
LOUISVILLE, Mar. 7 la —WilRed Cross certificates of ap- nor hail and wind damage /num
"On the Aisle" was the subject
L Slate- Highway of- Harnett who etNUL__ the,Land ..aa
liam---A—Yeeaoge-40 Ferankfore.evras
peeekstion- -w-e-r-e-aeCOMPanied- :hen- lteavy
of . the prog
-i-TrieThe- rOh-Teh —Mrs. ficials yesterday and the contractors' each side r:f the bridge.' ,.
named today by Sen. Earle C.
Harvey Ellis, County Chairman, rains, which buffeted r the
Carrion showed the psychological, of the new bridge over the river.
state
The New Concord road is an
Clements ,1:41Cy.) as his state manand Frank
Atbee. Stubblefield, early. today.
cultural, and
ideological trends
important road in the county.
age
r
in
his
bid
for
-renomination
city chairman for their excellent
A temporary bridge will be Many fishermen use the read
discernable in the contemporary
work during the 1955 Red Cross
Louisville reported 1.45 inches to the le.S. Senate,
built over the river about 500 to reach favorite fishing hauits.
American theatre,
Ciereents. who is legre to open
fund drive.
of rain fell in the six- hours -bePlays -discussed- -by-- -Mese -Cohrrn feet to tk' left
The—Pre
"
int- Touns-q-- aTsce use the road extenThe certificates were presented ginning at midnight., and Flank- dis headquart4is in .3 hotel and were Tennessee Williams' Cat on structure on the New
Concord siealy _
by Judge Waylon Rayburn, chair- fort reported heavy rans and some to attend the Jackson - Jefferson a Hot Tin Roof, which won the road. The bridge will be made
was
Daybanquet tonight. saie h
+=n eat the ercelv;1•County Red small hailstones.
The road is a main artery to
Pulitzer Prize and the Drama . of wood and will be constructed
+Cross Chapter when the board of
Underprenees
and-- basement.; eneleente.14... proud Ifietr _9_124, of
•seete-•erneernere-deparernerrera
,
e Set
-estate.- --Award----fee • itafieraloye-the
directors met in h i s office On' were flooded in low-lying areas Kentucky's finest young .men and William Inge's comedy.; Bus Stop,
The state will also . construct bridge end many people use: it
Tuesday, March 6.
surrounding
Louisville and the tiublic officials has, consented to Bad Seed, Maxwell Anderson's a temporary by-pass road to reach evlio do not wish to go through
James Thurrnine treasurer, re- Headquarters Building a'. Ft. Knox serve as the state chairman of acialition of William
March's lthe bridge. Presumably the wooden Pails. A number of churches are
ported that the Calloway/County had a half - inch of water in its ptfy campaign . for re-election to the novel of the same title, Inherit structure will be abandoned after along the ecncord road also. m4k1.0 Senate."
Red Cross chapter will have con- has. ment.
the Wind, the play written by the contractors. Stevens Constiue- ing it difficult for members" to
Clements said "no formal open- Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. lion Company of Paducah, has reach them.
The mass of cool air moving intributed $478 toward the National
to Kuno ky sent temperatures ing consisting of speeches or any- Lee and based on the famous completed their work cre the conDisaster Emerency Relief Fund.
Resieente who live South of
that nature arc planned
The organteation of a sewing plummeting and e n e a r freezing thing
1925 Sccpes "monkey trial" in struction of a new concrete bridge the bridge also have undergone
project program was planned, by ternperaeures are expected for to- for the ope.ning. We are getting which Clarence Darrow and Wil- to rephice the old one lane steel coosrderable ,frustration attempting
GEN. MAXWELL TAYLOR, Army chief of staff, is shown at the
right down to the business of the ham Jennings Bryan tusseled over bridge wh-i.e
which household linens and cloth- night.
•
has been in use to find some easier way to cane
House government operations subcommittee hearing tn Wasning would be on hand when Red
The high predicted for today is campaign."
to Murray.
a man's right to think, and John for many years.
trigton, where be said it is -relatively unlikely** that the Kremlin
of
Morehead
Young
is
a
native
Cross had need of same. This pro- 65, only three degrees highrr than
The announcement that the state
Palle-Ws The Teahouse of the
would launch an allout surprise nuclear attack on the U. S. He
meeting.
inattending
the
Those
the
late
Judge
ject woad be carried through by the 10:30 a.m. reading at Louis- and is the son of
will construe/. the new bralge
Ace List Moon. 1954 winner of the
said there is a greater possibility that the Reds might start
state
conH.
Baker.
cluded
T.
volunteer workers meeting in the ville. Tuesday'e•h.gh of 77 for cen- William A. Young, who was killed Pulitzer Prize and the New, York
will end several weeks of negotia"small wars" or a -general ware leading to atomic combat.
tral Kentucky was near the record in an automobile ac.ident in 1917 Drama Critics-. Circle. which is struction director; C. T. Warwick. tion.
Red Cioss room:
With Taylor is Rep. Chet Holitleld (D), California.(I nternattona4),
asAnderson
while serving as circuit judge. He still running on Broadway and hit assistant;' S. H.
It was anneuneed that the Amer- tor a March 8.
The contractor undertook consistant district highway engineer
ican Red Cross weuld sponsor- a
The U. S. Weaeher Station at is the nephew of the late Allis has two companies on tour.
.
struction of the new bridge eeith
for conetruction; Joe Melee Wilson,
home nurses instructors course on „Louisville says showers erre thun- Young. Morehead, a Democratic
the idea . that they would not
'Calloway County highway mainApril: 9 through 20, and a water derstorms will end today and no leader in eastern Kentucky for
to handle any traffic brob1erns.
Shoeforeman,
and
Darrell
fenance
tenance
•
yelers.
away
more
rain
or
storms
are
predictsafety instruceors course April 23
therefore they were nct agreeable
B.
for
A
manager
campaign
maker,
schoals
attended
public
at
He
through 27, at Murray State Col- ed for a while. Thursday is exto the construction of a by-pass
Chandler in the campaign last
Bob Thomas, local florist. Miss !rite.
pected to be cloudy end colder Morehead, and w a sr, graduated
at their teepees&
year.
Jean Wiggins, assistant librarian
fnern the law school at WashingSeveral requests for finoncial as- with a h.gh an the 40s.
bridge
has
lane
steel
The
Gne
at the college. :and Mrs_ John sistance were discussed an" peeper
ton and Lee University He later
I
been under fire for a number
Ryon left yesterday for Louisville. ection was taken where necessery.
begen law practice at Frangkort
Red worms and night crawlers
of year. and has been .the scene
where Mr. Thomas and Miss Wig- Other requests were referred to
County
elected
Franklin
was
and
are bringing in good strings of
of mrny accidents. Last year the
gins will present a dramatic pro- other relief organizations.
Judge in 1945. and re-elected In
bass Carly,- aceorebiht te John
contract was let to the Stevens
gram at the L-ouisvIlle Boat Club
1963.
and
1519
The
members
of
the
board
of
Shrpat, manager of the Kentucky
e eete
to take .
Construction Company
for the Beautification flub.
1118Tr:e4:1
to the firmer
e
IS
direetors willingly answered the
Lake Eltaee park boat dock.
tr
/S
.
.
IL
4.-!*
11
5
1
P/Iftn.5 ear
iikaat
.
Ana
-will
be
WOO*
entitled,
programs
dc'slillo'esslIskle
.The
Mitchell,
Port
There%
call In partkeplate in a petirtimn
a•
Ile UNITED
it with a mcdern concrete structure
M:rnows end night crawlers .are 'Vihotitett'is of the Old South
and they have three:Add:en.
(Cr the distribueion of
surplus
Tornadoes slashed through three which *Mild° cony normal two
also bringing in near limits of Ten different Soutteru cities will tanoondities to low income fami'During World War II he enlist- v night, killing at way traffic.
.
crappie. Heavy poundage of cat- be depicted by Mr7"TterTlaS with lies as requested by Judge Rayed as a private in .he Army Air 5t"" Tuesda, !met one person and injuring
The comPeny started wrecking
Corps and was raised to -the rank
fish are being taken on cut bait flower arrangements. Miss Wiggins burn.
the old bridge just before heavy
will narrate the program. Norman
and beef heart
of captain before being d,scharge
Mrs Wiry Pace announced that
The subject eWhat are the quali.
The danger was not yet over and continuous rains started in
Ole Jim the sly- and monstrous Crane will be in charge of the the Blood Mobile will be in Maygd. He was a prisoner of war in
By PATRICIA WIGGINS
today. Tornado warninge were the county. completely didsrupting ties of a_ gnod teacher''" will ''''Iot
Blue Cat, has not been caught background MUSK' which is taken field, March 7 arid 8 and anyone
reermany for te year from 1914United Press Staff Correspondent
Petaled as far eass as Ohio arid 'this principal tragic artery in the . disrus.sed by Dr. Harry M. Sparks
as yet. He is reported to weigh from Gone with the Wind.
wiehing to mikar a blood donation
1945.
WASHINGTON. Mar 7 V
Western Pennsylvania and thun- county.
1 Head of the Education Departmaset
150 to 290 pounds.
his acceptance speech today
will be most welcome.
In
Secretary of Agriculture Ezra T
derstorms pushed their way into
Inferior detour roads were the Murray Stele College. at the man•
the
have
accepted
said.
"I
A B. Knight caught nine bass
Young
Members present at this meet- Benson thday
called for bipartisan
plew England.
only remaining roads. left to re- thly meeting of all church shoal
weighing ii,pounds Dr. Stev.eird
chairmanship of the campaign being included: Judge Riyburn, Mrs. efforts to solve
the farm problcm
In the West. wrecking winds hit sidents Who lived
yid South of the teaehers. class officers and mernof Co/limbos. Ohio an4 Rom King
Pace, Fleetwood 'Crouch,
Earle C. Clements is one of
Mary
lest
bers of the Eduational committees.of
American
agriculture "be er-use
southein California, hitting 90-mile bridge
of Hardin. using night crawlers,
James' Thurman, Howard McNeely.
the nation's outstanding public ofthe First Christian Church, tonight
sacrificed on the altar of partisan
per hour gusts. and 50-meh winds
landed
fourteen crappie which
ficials, and his re-election to the
Holmes Ellis, Zelna Carter, Mrs.
Taking down the bridge also from 700 to 800 in the parlor of
politics."
fanned a Toreei fire raging over
vital
importance
of
bus
is
school
averaged a pound each, and fourSusie
McDevitt.
Mrs:
Dew
Drop
U.S.
Senate
;outes.
mail
disrupted
By JAMES R. RENNEISEN
the Educational Building.
He said .he administration has
1.300 acres of Neve Mexico timberblocked
teen bass. wech the largest weigh- United Press Staff Correspondent Rowlett and Mrs. W. P. Gipson.
to the people of Kentucky.
routes, and completely
"We are very fortunate in having
Td.e
h midwest
based its nine-point soil bank
lan
recogmore
we
are
might
want
and
ing five and one-ha.lf pounds.
"More
aspirants
who
CRANKFORT. Mar 7 11/4 —The
an authority with the reputaion of
twisters started in fishing
recommendations "on the basis of
turn
to
Kentucky
must
Concord
Boots Jeffrey and Preston Har- House
that
nizing
New
was
Representatives
of
Dr. Sparks as our guest speaker
Missouri, touched down at Buck- lo fish in the
what is good for the farmer and
Washington for attention to many
ris. after a jig fishing session, scheduled to vote today on the
Wednesday night He is a gifted
ley, IIl.. arid then raced with full area.
the netion — not on the political
prob.
of our state's most pressing
caught three bass which averaged bill designed to give Gov. A. B.
speaker and I know he will have a
fury int. Indiana.
applause meter."
an
in
Times.
and
Ledger
The
flood control and
four and one-half pounds. Dr Leo Chandler control if ,he state elecfor all re us.•" John
In a speech prepared for de- lems. stech as
A young woman was killed and
pointed out that pod message
Second
Lieutenant
and
Mrs
Wills of , St. Louis, Missouri took tion commission.
the proper developmen. and con- at least 25 persons were found editorial alo,
Paseo, chairman of the Education
livery
to
the
closing
formal
sesthe
along
houses
business
the
Swann
E.
Parks,
spent
the past
home a nice string of bass. Fisherservation of our water resources.
The bill. pissed by the Senate,
sion of the Republican Worne.ne
eon _ injured in the Marion wreckage. New Concord road would also committee said.
.men from eleven states fished from would reorganize the commission week with their parents Mr and
aid for educetion, highway
f
The meeting starts promptly at
ye:
, The -twister flattened scores
National
Cerrference,
Benson
said
ruttier great financial loss or even
Mrs. Marvin Parks and Mr. and
struction. ;arm legislation.
.he dock this week.
7 00 p m so everyone will be able,
and permit the governor to name Mrs.
weakened two schools. and
tomes.
attempts
may
be
mide
during
the
some
business,
if
Vernon Butterworth.
to forced out of
fare programs and many others.
ripped bricks away from other better alternative Was not pro- to leave by 8:00.
Ole Jim. the blue cat, haunts its members. New county election
Lt. Parks has reported to Lack;l'earnpaign months ahead "to place
Mr_ Pasco has invited everyone
estimates ran
commissions
also
would
be
named.
Damage
buildings
agriculture
on
the
political
auction
the Eggnees Ferry bridge section.
vided_ Many of the businesses
land Air Force Base. in Teens.
to attend the meeting and asked
The voting on the election comwell over a million dollars
aleng Bee route to Miring spots
He has been caught several times,
He has been employed by Westing. block." But he said it is "not for
especially that Members of the
Flashlights In Hospital
but fishermen have had to cut mission bill was almost the only house for the past nine months sale to irresponsible bidders.rely rincipally on tourist traffic
follewing committees attend, EduMarion's power went out during
Commerce
Secretary
Sinclair
keep from being action scheduled in the Legisla- Mrs. Parks will join her husband
their lines
Of' local fishermen. for their busirational. Men's Class, Weir H,elm.
ture today Originally, the Senate in four weeks.
the tornado and doctors worked ness.
Weeks old the GOP women the
swamped by the enny monster
Service 'Circle. Young Adult, Colhad planned -to vote on. the bill
on the injured in General Hospital
,c1ministration record of accomPress
By United
Construction of the new bridge lege elan. High School Class, In'.o reorganize state governmenli.John
the light of flashlights and
plishments is so good that "neither
Western Kentucky and Tennessee under
The
twister will begin immediately and is termediates. Juniors. Primary, Kinlanterns
but was unable to- -do to VeC-airie
campaign misrepresentatiori n o r Tech meet at Louisville tonight in portable
dergarten. Nursery and Cradle Roll,
several arhendrnents iegreed on had
election year calamity - howling" the first game of a three - way found 40 parents practicing for a expected to he
not been worked out in final
can drive it from the public mind. playoff to determine the Ohio Val- minttrel show at a junior_ high
form.
Mr. John Stamps, co-owned with All the Democrats have to offer.
schoel and sent a chimney crashing
ley Conference representative in
Into their midst
The Slenate Tuesday approved a Edwin Stokes at the Stokes Tractor he said. "is to ery havoc — tO the NCAA
Tournament.
Farther back along the twisters'
bill to permit Frankfort, which be- and Implement Company has been ...est history —
misrepresent
The winner of the first game
*ernes a second class city May 18. a patient at the Vanderbilt Hos- facts -- to smear the reputations
path there was extensive_ damage
meets Morehead -Thursday.
to coneinue operating murdcipal- pital to Nashville for the past week, of honorable men."
at Perryville. Mo., and four perCoach Ed Diddle's • Hilltoppers
sons injured at both Buckley ant
ly owned aectrie and water plant and it unilergoirg surgery Thursare favored to win the playoff. alVice President Richard M. NixDunnington
boards. The plant had been or- day morning
though Johnny Oldham's Tenneslivc
on's office said he would make
The twisters raged in 'advance
ganized under state laws governMr Stamps is in room 2202
seeans slapped
the
Diddlemen
"every 'effort" to drop in at the
of a strong cold front a hich
ing the state's third .ilass
clown, 101-79, in a regular season
final meeting today on his return
shoved its way into the Ohio
The provision affecting the utilmeeting at Cookeville. Tenn WestThunderstorms and hail
from New York.
.
Valley
ities plant was all that w as lel.
ern took the second regular sea. By UNITED PRESS
Tuesday, Miss Bertha Adkins.
storms played on its edges. blockof the only highly cohtreversial
son game. 86-75
assistant to the national commiting roads in three counties near
Southwest Kentucky
Cloudy, bill designed to reorganize FrankBoth .eanis will be without a
EVANSVILLE. Ind . Mar. 7 ge tee chairman, had to publicly calm
Detrntt. Mich
government.
All
other
fort's
city
windy and mil/ with showers and
regular
starter
tonight
as
West—A wealthy surgeon said trete)
Hail was three to four inches
thunderstorms and possible severe eeckions were deleted after Chan- tie thinks he can till perform the prd.ests of some delegates who ern's Eric Back still is hospitalcentral Michigan, telephone
local storms this morning Cloudy dler said he had failed to realize operations even though his hands felt Nixon had been snubbed by ized with a throat infection and deep in
not being invited to address the
lines and trees were down, and
arid much colder this afternoon the bill full affect.
by a sadistic burg- three-day meeting, Miss Adkins Tech forward Bruce Harris is in- lights and heat were knocked out
The measure would have re- were mangled
and nenight. High today 60, low
eligible for NCCA play.
lar.
assured the ladies -Nixon had been
In some communities.
t- night 30. 'Thursday cloudy and quirrd Fronkfort to adopt an alThe OVC representatives meets
However, Dr. Jus.is F. Wynn's invited to attend today's closing
of government
der/mink
form
cold.
Snow And Dust
medical colleagues weren't so sure. luncheon meeting but had been 'Marshall College, a former OVC
modeled after that in bffect in
In the cold wave's wake ternSouth central Kentucky --Cloudy, Louisville and would have remov- They said the torturer had goueed unable to fit it into his schedule. member. in Monday night's first
round
NCAA playoffs at Fort peretures dropped as; low as 10
wriety and mild with showers and ed '.he present city councilmen chunlui of flesh from the 80-year- Actress Helen Hayes was picked
Wayne, Ind. Marshall is Mid - degrees below zero at Jamestown,
thunderstorms and -possible severe from office. Frankfort's residents, old, doctor's hand and had left as a substitute.
champion N. D. Shows swept the northern
American
Conference
local storms this morning Cloudy generally, were highly critical of deep marks on his fingers
Midwest. crippling the presidential
Tuesday night 'Senate Republi- i this year.
The elector may be injured much
and much colder this afternoon the proposa I .
action, campaigns of Democrats Adlai E.
In
dher
state cage
more seriously than he believes, can Leader William F. Knewland
and tonight High today 65, low
won
their Stevenson and Sen Estes Kefauver
and House Republian Leader Jos- GeorgetoWn's Tigers
they said.,
tonight 33 Thursday cloudy and
clouds
Wynn was at.acked in the dark- eph W. Martin hit at critics of way into the NCIA Tournament In Minnesota. and thickeleusi
cold.
Tuesday night by whipping Be- billowed in the Southwest.
nese of his bedroom early Tuesday administration .foreign policy
More vicious weather plagued
Know-land told a banquet meet- 79-88. at Georgetown.
by a gunman who stole $3.000 and
West, where gale-force winds
and
Georgetown.
regular
season
the
attempt
to
ing
that
"carping
critics"
are
not
him
in
an
then
tortured
Mrs.
Jim
Weather
of Murray
Kentucky Weather Summary
which.
h e stifled up a sandstorm
Indulging in "constructive criti- tournament champions in
route four passed a Wil y yesterday get more.
at Palm
GEORGE STEPHENSON, former UCLA football player, Is shown with
Donald Lckwood. 31 - year - old cism- but are "smoking in a mend- MAC, will play in the national brought visibility to zero
m. temperatures at 5:00 p m
Si:me 5.30 a
tournament at Kansas City, Mo.. Springs. Calif.
his wife, Donna, at El Cerrito. Calif., as he charged that he and other
The funeral will be held on nephew of Wynn's brother-inlay,, er magazine."
included: Louisville 59, Lexington
grid stars received "under the table" payoffs while attending the
Plate glass rp:indows were shatMartin said if Eisenhower for- March 17-22.
66. Bowling Green 68, Paducah 59. Thursday at 2:30 at South Pleasant was arrested on an anonyrnous tip
college. Stephenson said he had been given $40 a month above the
Howard Alexander. 9 foot 6 inch tered in the resort city and more
Covington 58. London 6e1 and Hop- Grove Methodiet Church with Bra. one hour later. He denied the at- eign policy is "confusion" as critorn up in Los
prescribed $75 limit while a freshman An investigation was ordered
kinsville 70
Cecil Page, Bro John Pugh and tack and Wynn was to view him in tics charge. "then let's have more center, was high for the Tigers than 40 trees were
1
as Coach Red Sanders denied the charge.(InternationalSotodphoto) Angeles.
confusion because it means peace.- r with 28 points.
Evansville, Ind., 59.
Bro. Paul Lyles officiating.
a police lineup today.
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io Fishing Fine
On The Lake

Murrayans Leave
For Flower Show

Tornadoes
Hit Three
States Tuesday

Bipartisan
Efforts Asked
By Benson

sobth

(1ristian

runs
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House Scheduled To
Vote On Chandler
Control Bill

a

Swann Parks On
Visit To Calloway

1

Western And Tech
In Playoff Tonight

--Stamps
To Have Operation

WEATHER
REPORT

CHARGES GRID 'PAYOFF' AT UCLA
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Sadist Injures
Surgeon's Hands

Mrs. Jim Wrather
Dies On Tuesday
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tax all employers in the state one per cent of their payroll for a period of six months.

_

' Seems that some employer's reserve

i4.9

199

1945 '46

'
47

'441 '49

'50

11 12

'ST

55

'54

(Courtrai, National Industrial Conference Board/
THIS CHART traces rising personal income in the U S. from the
SOO oiii.i.004) of 19?9 to the $300.100 000,000 of 1935. and shows
si hat we've been doing with it. Biggest item, expenditures for _
r.ondurable goods, takes a 41 6 per cent bite. Service take 30.1 per
cent. durables 1E9, taxes 11.1„ and 5 3 goes into personal savings.

accounts

ben depleted.

By ALINE MOSBY
' United Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD AP --The gossips
have whisperld the Josanne Mari..:111-Marlon
Brand° romance is
over But Josanne insists she's still
engaged '.o Marlon-and working
hard at being an actress without
hts hAp.

Sine then Brand° has been seen
with Rita Moreno and
her beauties On the subleCt of .3olanne he
keeps silena. But the dark-haired
French girl says "we are still engaged."

Ov.etnor Chandler If
ton with Yet-a neW-UxThis time We wants to 0

•

THE NATION'S LARGESi FAMIIY VISITS NtVir*ORI?

Josanne arrived in Hollywood
six months ago after a big splash
,sf publicity about a wedding that.
was- supposed to have taken place
last summer. It didn't

•

,•
•

— MARCH 7, 1956

150

ANOTHER TAX FOR HAPPY

• Presumably this tax, which will
net Happy $7,000.000, will be used to build up the pool
account in the state
unemployment insurance fund.
Law require.* that the pool -be kept
three times -the
tot4i amount of bane ritaltliaid -out
-the- preceding
yeRr.

Brando
Romance Not
Over,Said

WEDST.S1hA

Even Do°'s
lot immune
From Survey

MURRAY TRAINING 4-H CLUB
NEWS

-I still See him.- she said. "We
keep our personal affairs to our- •
selves. All that publicity after we
were engaged - they said such
nasty, things about me. I .hink they
resent me,. a foreign girl' becoming
engaged to a big movie actor!"
Josanne also is sad about reports
Brando helped her meet producers.

BELIEVED TO BE the country's largest living family, Elmer Deenlier, 55, his wife, Winona, 48, and their
20 children, ages 3 to 27. are assembled for breakfast at a New York hotel. 'rhree of the children are
married, three have college degrees and two are new an aotiege. l'he Degoliers were brought to-New
York by the roy Manufa,:turers ot rita U.S•A .to be hosts at tha 53rd annual American Toy Fair.
_
ganAl G•,v. G. Mennen Williams his decision to run again. Political
was another who balked at the fund raising is gl.ttzig tougher and
noderate approach. He said be air time is expensive.
!aeuld not support Stevenson as
it his cana:an record to Jan. t

The Word
Today In
Aiasitington

"He does not help me!" she said
Republican fund raisers expect
a
heatedly as she sa. on the floor
tu be hindered rr.ore than DemoBarthel& Jo Writhe'. Reporter
of the aparUnent near Schwab's
Democratic National Comrnitaaa_ ...J.1.a
The Murcay Training School 4-H drugstore she shares with anotiiist
1--nairman Paul M. Butler this week
of the money lobby
Isa Chtld•,n the subject of integration: "I Mist Democratic canaidates. will
Training School
ers of New York.
-take a clear and :Sim stand on bent[Ft from organized lunar's cam- By
'LYLE IC. 'WILSON
this issue."
The meeting was called to order
"I want to become an actress
p:van wa:i chests. ,
United
Press
Staff
orresp(indent
t
by the president. Judy Grogan. myself When I become one noWASHINGTO
N U
The
Pledges to the American Flag was body can say Marian helped me.
There is considerible spernila
Eu
in Washington lueay
led by Charles Eldridge and pledge I wan, to get there myself."
whether the Democrats cat:
it. 4-H Flag was led by Carolyn
a
Visitors returning from Albany, 'clear and film stand an .
Josanne studied drama in New
Wood.
N. Y. report signs of biald-ap integration without offending
Vieit arid had bit parts on Broad,. rank-and-file
toward a more active pre-..i,nvenPeggy Aiin Wilsan led the group way and in summer suYcly before
Don presidential campaign than :SuutIrmers or the . m.
singing "America" with Meredith she moved to Hollyakiocd -to be
In
to people win) do not deserve it, ‘Ve have come face to
has been acknowledged by 'Demo_ :northern Negroes who
o•
This particular study was made Farley at the piano
near Marital.- Here he has been
crane Gov Averell Hareman, mar•e 1s-cling D..moaratir. since FDR
face with some who would be scared to death
Division
if you by the
of Relearch and
paged mostly for foreign rules beRED STAIN and
hopeful. too. Returnees re„ort the aiblisheit . the Neal Deal-Dema
Roll was called and answered
offered them a job. Yet, they draw their compensation. Da
Press Ar
p .amiyislis
5. of .itualteF
.
is w
s_ Ell
and
cause of her accent
IRON
orBAD
O
governor • ciptpustii er, brotizing i .eti..tion. 'the n,, rty r
wan what each member liked
Human nature being what it is, the tendency is to
1.("roe votes.
best about 4-11 work Ihe minutes
"I tried for some Spanish parts. wit° some b.ri state delegations
eluston was 'bat thousands eat dogs
-ride a good thing-, and we think it
— write or call
'
I look Latin. But. I do not have currently tagged for 'Adlai E.
behooves the de-- in the country probably get a bet- were read by tilft secretary.
Thet'e was • 'mire t ar•,
partment to screen the applicants more carefully.
a Spanish accent:' lamented the Stevenson.
principle
behind
vitamin
diet
ter
vieth
supplements
Chairman
Ha
r:de
. irs
A hey
and a Murray Train- i
ivigerous &inland ttlat-ragit,
.housands of human ing School rally was discussed actrest as -she toyed with her long.
. We never received any communication from
the Un- r
in
ngsm
, an'Y
alack hair
1107 N. Beliline
Harnman's strategy! Offend no ,talevision netwarks reL•onsid,.:
hy those present
employment Commiasion that did not border
on insult
'Another time I tried out for a one seriously.
I to we. the D
Paducah, Ky.
"For thtlinaaat part.' Paul Ellis
Await the appurtue I x
and smack of demand and ultimatum. Mr. Bless talked in County Rata. Ritsslan par'. but they say I look nay which would'
added. "man is a good friend of
Dial 3-7121
be offered if Party free time to ratiiy
too Spanish Well, the accent will Tennessee's
Day and the possible. entries
Happy would certainly get a hike in much needed
Sen.'._Estes Ketauver dent Eisenhower's explanation
the ..d°13. but he could be
better
take time
stalled.cr sluxed Stevensqflufl.beir
prestige, if i he would institute better- relatons
The club aloeted Ecidie Haw sJi- ;osanne
between
has been admitted •to presidential primary contests,
onIet was explained the, a great
Flinda Mcalut as !ilea king aria Vanessa Brown's
the commission' and employers, and hold the
Arnercan act.ng
applicants many dog owners kill the.: dogsqueen.
company. a new rtvertory. theater
to deserving 'persons.
kindness. That is .Bsuthela Jo Wrather
An extreme southein consers
arid Juela group organized here. To
make a tive point of view: Stevenson cot,. .
they feed the Pups tak' hitsekt- - Grogan were given pins for part.- Lying
until she gets acting jobadearry all of the South a
Others underfeed them
cipating in last years style neviss
"
'Josanne teaches French to t h e !Democratic presidential n I
The survey was made 'among item
Mo
Ys
rsrult
tiou
ndalo
vea other
. ra
munbers.od
l n Wtabratuheser
..d
y
, ,b:bobik
sits and
dog awners. breeders. '.r.iners. and
sakes kisretettan and Kefauver pr hal
setting and
dog'. ticcioss-Itie veterinarians.
,cotild not.
Ledger and Times File
manners.
table,
"I
go
.o acting 'classes." the 20Most oil the people in the survey
March 1946
year-old French glrl sa.d. "I want
Stevenson pr'posed in Jana
poodles. both big and little
E SULTS
PHIVECT
very much to learn. I feel confi- ▪ "moderate" pol.ticai airy,
Other popular
breeds includEd
Funeral services were held Friday, February
15, AL ooxers. Germar. shepherds. and
dent about the future"
—SAVES PAINT—
national issues, in F•
to
2 p.m. at Goshen Church for Terry N. Bradley, 75. who
"One last thing she objects to 'aevocated gradual.sm in .
cocker spaniels.
died at his home near Lynn Grove.
SPECIALTY WALL DETERGER COMPANY
being called a fisherman's daugh- ▪ at the Supreme', Court's
.
Diet includes wraps
• 'AA. JI-Sal. L. it 4. tiLlt
Survivors include his widow, 11ra. Cora R. Bradley
ter "as if I were some freak."
- integration miens Harr:retort's rtiFra-ty per rent of -the- owners -ad-I.,Pi
ollrge I .rm
and two sons. Marshall Bradley. Cuba. Ky., and Harlan nutted
Phone 663 I
-Wha, is wrong with teach!" she lenge was especially/ sharp. Mi:r.
that past- of tree cLet for
Bradley. Lynn Grove.,
tried
•
their pets mcluded table - sae ps.
Miss Hilda Gray Thomas, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. These,included same of the dogs
Brkt Thomas. Detroit. and Mr. ,Ulis Woods, son of Mrs. with pretty fancy hides and long
Zora Woods. Route 2. were married in a quiet but im- ped:greei.
pressive ceremony by the Rev. T. H. Mullins vin his home • The word vaamm crept into the
at five o'clock in the afternoon on Valentine s Day, Feb- :ep.,it in every other aragr.iph.
WASHINGTON
-- The AgnThe canines en;oy a wile vane y
ruary 14.
cultuie Department said today the
-including
toads
of
such
items
as
is
It
reported that John Ed and Buist Scott and John
grade
of beef now labelled "comHerman Trotter are going into the ice cream business m.lk. eggs. vegetables, cereals.
mercial- will be divided into two
cheese. tout) and fruit_
in the building next door to the Ledger and Times.
new grades designated as "elandOne Chihuahua thrives on
Funeral services were held Monday afternoon at the
are and -tommerzial daily -lunch- at gold cuts, meta.
Hazel Baptist Church for Mr. Bowden Cole, who died cheese, lettuce
The change will be effective
and green peppe:
Sunday night about 8;30 o'clock at the home of his
June I.
The pampered sh.,w dcgs,
wa
Present grades far
daughter. Mrs. °nice Denham in 'West Hazel where he said. gek more meat and d:y food
beef are
prone. Choice, goad. cornmeft.ial.
made his home.
arid less canned food than peaches
utility, cutter and canner, in that
He was 78 years old, and a member of the Hazel vahich can affard no blue ribbons
order of quality.
ADVANCED HIGH OCTANE for
How often should you lead your
Baptist Church. He leaves his widow, Mrs. Parry Lee
are*'
.
:
The division of thg -present
smoothness and lung mileage.
Cole. one son, four daughters am:I-thirty grand-children. pup to the food trough'
'.commercial
grade .will be rr.,
Well over half of the hundrei
Prof. I'rice Doyle, head of the Department.( Fine,
DESERT P.11.a. A !umbering tor- on the basis on maturity.
POSITIVE ANTI-STALLING, thanks
Arts at Murray State College. represented the school at who answered a questionaire feed toise acts as a platform for his Iname "standard" will be appl...
their grown dogs on.), on.e a dias
to an exclusive Phillips 66 dc-icing
pal. the round -tailed ground squir- to beef from
the 21st annual meeting of the National Association of
y.unger animals
Some feed them twsce a day it'd
component.
Diane's
True
live
all
in
rel
%%
Schools of Music held recently at the Hotel Stutter, Deof the grade. The name "conl•
admiCed to sneaking a goody un
Adventure. -The 1.1.Ing Desert." mercial" will be retained for beef
trok, Mich.
WINTER-BLENDED for best performder the table every now and then
opening Thursda) at the Varsity . from mature animals falling in
-- •
Th.' lat.er practice is cluicauravd
ance in your kind7e6wiitterwesthes.
Theatre.
cornmerciaLig
present
the
rade.
•:ie dog &eters.
ADDED DI-ISOPROPYL—exclusive
. puppies the answer* ranged
itt I ;
am "keep food before them con-Ft -it
. antly' to tw.ce a day. But 75 Per
CLEANER BURNING because of
.•ent said they start puppy ,feedmacleaner burning components.
ifter weaning at no lea than fa
49 -41s•-•
•.mes a day
Haman _ailment.
The,
.
:s
•
that ei,gs ccnie d... T1
af the rnisenea which hit
Such • as vitamin
defie.enc,es
Id-age troubles, anemia. skin cal
,
at.oris. poor appet.'.e. malnutriatm. arthritis and. neuritis -- and
....erfeeding or improper diet.
And significantly. 97 out of 100
vets said they__didlt recommend a
irfferent diet for a purl..ed dac
Come on down to Stella and see if you can't
than for a mutt Of un.dzrititi
save money on fertIlzer. Any analysis including
pa:ents.
And a-hat abut cies'
Phosphate, Potash and Ammonium Nitrate.
I don't know, but before I gi •
aito trouble with a couple of c
.reners I know, I'm going to look
,nto '.he matter.
'lest drise Phillips 66 11111-I I I I., Find out how
BLOW START
much better your car performs v,ith this years-ahead
—DELIVERY ANYWHERE—
----blend of natural and high-lest 3%.iation gasoline com11ON'HAM. Tex
Businfii
ponents. The only place to judge gasoline is in
I at the First National Bane of
your
car, and one tankful of FLITF-FlJel, pill shoes you__
!Bonham picked up today after
getting (di to a she !dart for the
there's a difirrenee in gasolines.
week.
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY
Last Weekend sameonc act the'
THIS tea poster In New York State Republican headquarters. New
STELLA, KY.
Tara. shows evidence other than the "Ike in '56" button that the
*ime lock on the vault fin MeV:W.
PHONE 1378-W-1
President is a popular man around there. The GOP workers aro
nornlng
of
PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS are ditributed in Murray and vitinalv
International Soundphoto,
bus Glad (upper) and Vicky Keatur.
MIIIIIINIMINE1111111111111111111111
init"ad
M"ndaY ""r
.1M.,
NOBLE
FARRIS

could suggest that some reins be placed
on the
pa;Vments made under this, law: We have
never heard of itT
anyone applying for unemployment
insurance who did
..not
matter-Myst...the reastnrirTITF-Tininiiro
y-- 'mem, the payments seem to come right
on through.
As we understand it. he law is designed
to prote,:t
..,
persons who lose a job through no fault
of their own.'
The idea is that they will draw unemploym
By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
ent compensaUnited Pre
tion while they are seeking new employmen
t. This is alH1NC. Stall' IP "r
Ev en mrs
right and we do not take issue with it.
nd..eys
ibe dog. is not immune
.u
erv
m
t frs
We do take issue with sending out monthly
payments from
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Do You Have A
Water Problem?

—
Water Conditioner

Was Cleaned

10 Years Ago This Week
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STAMP OF APPROVAL

Good Selection of Bulk and Package

GARDEN SEED
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It's Performance That Counts!
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Navy.Officer
To -Interview
MSC Seniors

0

— NOTICE
[

•

DE KALB CHIX - bred for high
egg production and law death loss
to bring you greater laying house
profa.s. Order today. Murray Hatchery, Murray, Ky.
MlOC
sTENTION
AT
Mr. Farmer. For
your Goodyear traitor and
-rnent tires be sure to check prices
at Kentucky Lake Oil Company,
• New Concord Road at city limits
phone 152.
M7C

I, and their
nildren are
ghl to-New
ray Fair.
-

WE RENA. .RAILERS by the hour,
Say, week, trip. 4x8 and 4x6. Call
.997. 'Tubers Body Shop.
MSC
SPECIAL offer limited time only.
12 postcard photographs and one
8x10 enlargement from your choice
of ',wo proofs, only $4.95 for babies
and children only. Love's Studio.
503 Poplar.
MlOC

tion styles, sizes. Call 85 home
phone, 526. See at Calloway Monument Works, Vester Orr, owner.
West Main St. near college. M20C

Lieutenant junior grade, M. G.
Catcher!' from the Office of Naval
Nashville,
Officer
Procurement,
Tennessee, will be at Murray
State College, Wednesday
and
Thursday, March 14th and 15th
to interview seniors for training
courses leading to a commission
in the U. S. Navy.

Openings are available for men
in the General Line, both surface
MONUMMNTS
and aviation, ad the Staff ,Serps.
Murray Marble and Granite work
Wcrnen may be commissioned in
Builders of fine memorials f
the Line and Supply Corps. Apover half century. Porter White
.may be started up to
A4C
Manager. Phone 111T
six months prior to graduation
and appointments will be made
after receiving a degree.
TWO ROOM furnished apartment TWO PIECE living room- suite.
Lieutenant Caldwell will be in
M9C
207 S. 5th St. Phone 1328-J. M7C Phone 1773-J.

1— FOR RENT

ALUMINUM windows and doors,
shade screen or regular, also awning and carport. Home Cornfor'.
CO., 1716 W Main St. Phone 1303
M8P

sin. Political
tougher and

expect •

isers
than Demo-bright-weer
lohey lobby
aidates. will
lidaoes cam-

NICE 4 ROOM apt. and large hall.
Lights, water and heat furnished. A GOOD DUPLEX located on s
Parker Apartments, South 7th St., large lot. Lots of nice shade. Right
phone 565.
down town Murr-y. Beth apartments are now rented. A real buy
house, at 95503.00. Tucker Seal EstateMODERN 2 BEDROOM
NOTICE Attention Farmers. Need S. 15..ti St. Availskile immediately.
Agency, 502 Maple, phone 483. 1TC
a small compact book to record Cali 383.
668C
receipts, dieburrements, purchase
of machinery, depreciation. taxes. 8 ROOM HOUSE, 302 North 12th.
W interest. insurance and miscellan- Phone 837R2 See • Lula Miller.
M9P
eous items? We now have Farm Route 4, Murray.
..V11•••
,
—rtre.1....11 •
s*Weeha
ifTTRF—CItne
irraity
Daily Ledger & Times. call 55 TF

Can't Get Away

the bssement of the library both
days Complete information an any
of the Naval Officer Programs
will be available and the mental
exsminations will be given to
those wishing to start, an appliati:
tion.
The two maih avenues of obtaining a commisaion are °Slicer
Candidate School at Newport, R. I.
for the General Line, and Air
Officer Candidate School, at Pensacola, Florida for aviation. Both
orcgrams require a college degree
plus the mental and physical
qualifications. kpplicarets must undergo 16 weeks of Officer Candidate Training before receiving their
commissions as Ensigns, and in
the cake of aviators, they continue
flight training Ps an officer with
full pay and allowances. Ensigns
In the General Line must serve
three Years on active duty and
aviators must serve two years
after obtaining their wings.

The man beside the cow intrduced himself as •Herman G. Fisher. It was his cow. Fisher said,
and it was the first time in his 33
years in the boy business he had
been •able to make a mooing pull
toy..

ew Toys
Are Powered.
Cows Moo

By ELIZABETH TOOMEY
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK ilia - In the midst
thousands of wondrously complicated toys now shown here for
the first time at the 53rd annual
American Toy Fair is a small
plastic cow that goes "moo" as it
moves.
A man stood modestly beside the
cow. In other parts of the hotel
ballriSom is here the pick of the
newest tops were displayed people
jostled each other to get closer
looks at amazing playthings
'There were eleetricatiy-powered
cars a child could drive five miles
an hour; gasoline-operated tracWATCH MICE IN ORCHARD
tors; a miniature roller coaster
Watch fruit trees during winter which brought shrieks of delight
to see if there are mice in the from children; a new erector set
orchard. says Pref. C. S. Waltman which turned out scale model copof the Horticulture Department, ies of things like the Empire State
University of Kentucky. Dig around . Building and the-United Nations
the base of the trees to locatt .Building.
Turns Ears And Moos
holes and tUfinels. If some are
Nobody stopped to pick up the
found, give he mice a special
dinner of cracked corn, oatmeal. small brown string and pull the
diced carrots, apples or sweet spotted cow on his plastic wheels
pctatces to which has been added so the cow could swish its tail,
turn its era and rumble "m0000."
SOITIC strychnine alkaloid.

WARrYOU F

manufacturers appeared cheerful.
More Durable Toys
"Children never had it so good."
Fisher said. "The construction of
toys has improved tremendously.
just in the past five years. Tracy
are more and more durable. And
Fisher gazed complacently around there is a great emphasis on play
the noisy • ballroona and smiled value-toys that do something."
down at his cow. He , wasn't
Across the room from the cow
the least afield, he said, that was one of the newest do-somechildren today are outgrowing the thing _playthings. A microscope in
simple things in life.
front of a small box projected
"It is true," said Fisher, who interesting moving shapes on the
makes a major share of the pull 21-inch screen.
-Shrimp eggs.", the - man at the
toys of the nation, "that children
cutgrow toys like mine younger display said. "Real shrimp egigs
than they did a few years ago. come with the set. -ready to hatch
These toys used to be bought for right under the eye of any young
five - year - olds. Now we figure scientist."
"How about live shrimps crawlthe maximum age is three and
ing across the living room right
one-half."
There are too many 'other toys under the eye of a young scientist's
competing for a child's attention mother?" we asked.
The man from the A. C. Gilbesrt
and intelligence-by the time' he is
IOW years old. Fisher said without Company said. "with non-clinical
regret. The 'booming baby rate in treatment the shrimps would last
this nation has boosted the toy only 30 days."
We headed back for the reassurbusiness steadily since the end
of World War II. All of the toy ing sight of Fisher's COW.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1—Quarrel
a—Steep,
414—Talit
rutted rock
46—Male sheep
11—Fuss
47—Cravats
12—Tibetan priest
-13-1toe kfish
devices
14—land measure
Lake
16-11.riod if tiM•
5,—i
penwork
(abbr.) •
material
16—Snare
64—A state (abbr.)
15—Tibetan
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insclern in every respect. Built
Norriet: ins: receives a supt•'.y IRA. specifications..Lacated near
in a new large econo- the college, has large lot, price
of Skrip
mical size, black laundry :ndelibl,'
,12.500. Small down-paymen'., remarking ink. various colors of mainder easy terms Tioker Real
stamp pad ihk, all cciors of foarr Estate Agency, 502 Maple, phone
-u'aber stamp pads, pre-inked Ala 483.
ITC
have numbering machine ink an,
ink pads. Ledger & Times Offsci MONUMENTS first class material
TY granite and marble, large selec• Supply. call 55.
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"LAW AND ORDER have not
broken down in this state" and
Autherine Lucy's safety can be
Insured, is the word from Federal Judge Hobart Grooms in
Birmingham. Ala, in ruling
that the 26-year-old Negro student must be readmitted to the
University of Alabama by 9
a.m March 5 The university
trustees barred her from the
Tuscaloosa campus Feb 6 "for
her VAT safety." (international)
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..5— rim

of Noah
35— :etc?al (scene,
40—River In
Siberia
45-1,ea
46— Fre,,t oties
411—Flat-bottomed
boats
11--Babylonian
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THIS SERIES shows a "Fain*,
Fireflash" guided missile deradio- controlled
a
stroying
plane over Britain. Top tos°15otturn: Missile is launched, trim
wingtip of fighter plane after
radar has picked up the target
(in distance) and computed its
speed automatically; missile
(arrow) nears helpless target;
explusion on ecfntact: "enemy"
plane destroyed. The series was
made during RAF tests two
(international)
Years ago.
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damages after the suit is con- I posited a fortune in Linden's bank_
CH A PTED SEVENTEEN
His recent inheritance. Ilis father
IN rub; DA VS that followed,1 eluded."
Michael nodded. The whole thing apparently arranged that certain
Meg decided the Lurkins "setlueBun" care came along at just the was a mess. Waal had possessed large sums be immedirtely availright time to whet the curious side David? Still, Anna was not exact- able to Sun. Milbe David already
of people a minds. Christmas was ly an alluring wife and David's has a lawyer."
"No. I inquired. And If we wait
over; the gold rush was stalled chances for meeting women were
until spring, folks were weary of slight
until he hires one, he may take the
surprise
his
griefs
fighting
still
was
He
local
first shyster who turns up. I
the threat of war, the
such as the street-regrading rum- when Jason turned up to talk about want you to take it."
pus. They were used to holdups papers regarding a recent ship"Why, Jason?"
and confluence games and swindles wreek loss. Michael discounted /113
Jason bit down on his cigar: he
and Deadline /mooting& A seduc• perfunctory questions. In insur- gave Micnael a quick upward
Lion case in their own Lack yard ance matters, Jason could have in- glance, "You won't take his case
structed most lawyers, not -xcept•
11) was fresh meat.
until you get my angle?"
Not only did a seduction case ing Michael. Furthermore, Jason
Michael hadn't Intended to be so
titillate the imagination but the dawdled until Eben, rather stiffly,
sseoucer" was known to countless had taken nimself oft to the bank. arbitrary but tie was not one to
parents who nad reluctantly paid Michael hoped Jason wasn't plan- pass up opportunity. He nodded.
"All riglit, blast it. I had a
turn to instill the rudiments of ning to discuss the Beaumont marimusic into the souls or at least tal affairs. He did not mention sister once. She went through •
with a irumthe tingeis-of tiled reluctant off- Meg but presently he asked if Mi. mock-wedding stunt
a
spring. Meg seehied at the com- enact nad neard anything new on mer. He shoved oft beture the
at Michael,
glared
He
came."
baby
the Lillian/ affair.
ments.
defying nim to menison this was
"No. Why?"
"V1 by, It might have been El.
LUOK lessons tor
"Just a natural interest In mob the only ocsasion Jason nad given
viral"
montais. he never lilted L>a vid movements. The whole town's evidence ne existed before his artwo
I.
rival in Seattle. "Country curiosiLurking. Perhaps children sense a bunch of harpies!"
-Mostly female," Michael said. ty's iong," !mon continued. "I
. you know. Intuition, that.
what!" "My Hank always said "Illicit sex intrigues good women." wanted to take her away but she
Jason snorted_ "Ever hear 'em couldn't be moved until the baby
there was something unnatural
He
was born. They both died.about a man wno made nis Lying admit it?"
twanging at the piano!"
"Naturally not But haven't you hesitated a moment, then amnt on.
with
daybreak
at
Meg Aaited impatiently for Mi- noticed there's a rash of nanging "I buried them
chael, but he was in Tacuma tut out washings at odd hours on the the undertaker and I the only ones
the three days after the Lurkins days the girls from the district at the grave." His voice was bladescandal brci.ke. When he did appear parade through town in their car- sharp, venom-bitter. "None of the
harpies who killed her with gossip
at the ,Ten Eyck store, she ac- riages?"
cused rum of evasion.
He watched Jason,. think it got a chance at coffin charity."
Michael wondered what had hap"Nut that I blame you. Matilda through. The madams periodically
•
has Anna in an upstairs room. The displayed their girls in Seattleas pened to the drummer. As if he
sailor who rentS it is somewhere fanciest turnouts, fur robes against had spoken, Jason supplied the inin China, but I think Matilda the seat made a sumptuous back- formation.
-The drummer. died before I
would nave kicked him out to drop for willow plumes and tight
caught, up with him, lie washouse Anna. Why? She has a per- satin gowns.
fecUy good house of her own and
Jason returned Michael's grin. lucky. Darcy Fenner is a ringer
David's in jail, isn't he?"
"You think they aim to hang out for him."
gray
Michael said nothing. A trick
"I believe so." Michael's
David Larkin's hide with their
of physical resemblance had eneyes twitucled. "Meg, Meg, are you washings?"
outside the wedding-ring circlet"
Michael winced. "Yes. Yes, I listed Jason on David's side. Life
"I don't know wnat you mean." think they're out to crucify him." was a bigger gami,le than any of
But she did. Her Mouth twitched.
Jason took a fresh cigar from Tim OBeirn's poker games. He
"Women," she said bitterly, "re- his pocket, clipped it, lighted It, was silent so long that Jason
mind me of tunber wolves. An I drew in a long breath of smoke. leaned forward, his expression
believe the whole affair is a "Go bail for him, Mic,iael. I'll hard.
"Afraid, Michael' Scared the
cooked-up lie, so there!"
stand the gaff."
The arrival of three customers
"Holy smoke!" Michael knew Dark popularity will toboggan if
prevented further conversation. Mi- a rare moment of complete &soon- you take the case?"
Michael stood up. "Confound
chael went back to his office with ishment. "Why?"
mixed amusement and respect.
"Maybe I feel 'airy for the poor you, Jason," he said without heat
"What's the gossip about David devil. His Idiot wife's still holed "I shall charge you extra for that
I'll see David at once."
Lurkins, Eben?" he demanded. up at Matilda's, isn't she?"
"Yes." It was, Michael knew, a
Eben always knew. Eben had litJason scooped up the Insurance
tle patience with original thinking. serious count against David that
"It is a certainty that he will re- Anna hadn't visited him in jail. If papers and left Michael looked
•
ceive at least five years' imprison- his own wife believes It, people after him. Jason was no tool. The
man who took David's case would
ment," Eben replied, showing af- said, It's true. isn t it?
"I want you to be his lawyer, come In for plenty of criticism.
front at the question. Eben preMichael knew suddenly he would
ferred legal cases that dealt with Michael. I'll pay the bill."
"See here, Jason." Michael not relish sacrificing the gocd opintorts or wills, not human beinge
"Since Lurkins is inheriting money, hedged, "I don't say I won't but ion of the town. He thought less
It Is presumed that the Fenner David hasn't asked for me. The of himself for the admission.
(To Be Continued)
girl will seek to recover monetary man has money. Rumor is he's de-

.&—IrsrltimatIon
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EiNhite House Giocery.
1608 West Main Street

TRUCK LOAD

PRESIDENTIAL ASPIRANT Adial Stevenson entertains an ardent adrarer. 14-vear-old Lincoin Kaye at his campaign headquar",-- ri
Hotel Marguery, New York. on receiving an offer from the boy
of his school bank savings as a campaign contribution. Lincoln
sent a note saying be cried "when you were defeated." but now "I
tun eight years old arid more machure, L still feel very strongly
bite, nattonal Sour/sleets°,
that I want you for presadent

OF NEW PLAIN AND FANCY POTTERY
Bird Baths, with or without figurines
WILBURN FARRIS — Owner
By Ernie Bushmilles
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By Al Capp

Llt.' A.3NER
I PAID l'OLJ
14.4)F O.00 A WE El<,AND
"IOU I31D IT RIGHT
BACK TO ME PP—

JEL LIS HAS-PR-

RESIGNED. I NEED HELP,
FIEF E. YOU COULD WORK
OUT •K)UR DEBT IN MERELY
7, YEARS-

NOW,THASS A
GENEPOUS
OFFER!'.'-1O' IS ALL
HEART, REX

-NuRsE AfL 1/S PREDICTED /iti

MARRY
fitER/7-efrfOrsi4e.7A<SYSENSE.fr-SWEZI_ BE Ane
1714.9 40/1/DERFUL
SLAVE
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MOONLIGHT,
M 0"
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•tion. cIA1
FOUR NINETY-NINE -- FIVE
HUNDRED& IF IAA NOT BEING
TOO NOSY,SIR - WHAT KIND
OF BUSINESS DID I JUST
r BUY '?

EN
"1OtTI SEE BEFORE YOU A BEATMAN. THE CASH, PLEASE,SO I
CAN STA GGaR OUT OF HERE
AND 508 IN PRIVACY ,'

f

S KINDRED'S •
FIV,
IES TOP GI.RE,
31.,3R--TAKE IT OR
LEAVE IT::
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1-Crafty

24-Note of seals
$7-Soup dish
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Dieweesse be see
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t cibesman
67—Cupola
59—Teutonic deity
61—Bird
63—Presentation
65—Journey forth
67—Things In law
68 —Cu t•
69—Old pronoun

100—Symbol for
tantalum
22—On the ocean
34—Periods of time
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mt MIfilling
RIL3IBMIE
g1M11;21M1
1113gir.TO
,A0:4 aram boom
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U
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-- Ila,fnatitutlon of
learning
41—Prefix! not
42—Athletic orr amp
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- THURSDAY is Tat's Dsy!
regular studio prices for
6 mas to 6 years only. No
ment necessary. Wells &
Studio,

25% off
children
1940 DESOTO, four door sedan,
appointtires. radio.
six cylinder. n e w
Wrdher
Seater, defroster. Looks like new
TIC
.1lood motor, $365., 18th at Main
M7P
NOTICE: We have Letter boxes 3t. Call 1303.
• Kraftall expansion files. Harp let
ACRES, well fenced, open
211
ter files, third cut, fifth rut ana
seeded, small cabin and ou
straight cut manila 'file foldes, land
Located on Ken'.ucky
and clear amber, lemon and lover buildings.
ke, has a large water frontage.
Cel-U-Dex index tabs. Ledger It, L..
-Real Estate Agency.
; call 55 In i5500 Tucker
?Imes Trice Supply
1TC
-02 Maple. Phone 483.
SPECIAL Notice '.o Gospel Advopickup w i'Jn stak
D01,,IGE
1946
Cate Readers. Expect to send subGood motors Just the ',ruck
scriptEms week of Mar h 11 tc reek.
$100. 1716 W. Main
17th. If ,r3U wish yours ineltried for farm work.
M7P
Phone 1303.
mail chock for $250 - 1 year or Street.
Ili see me at Barber Shop, 100 S. 3rd A BEAUTIFUL new 3 bedroom
M9C brick. This is a lovely
J. Wilson Smith.
home.
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Slim ind shapely with a wonderful air of
elegance...Glove soft for luxurious fit and comfort...

a.

Bare and daring for wear during gay hours of play
and romance...These are the tempting trends dominating
the New Footwear Fashions for Spring from which you
will choose Your Shoe Wardrobe for this New Season...
Now on display at your favorite store...In a Nationwide,
•

Industry-wide Seasonal Opening of Shoe Fashions...
APPROVED BY
NATIONAL SHOE
INSTITUTE

4

Sponsored by THE NATIONAL SHOE INSTITUTE

•

0
•• •
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Women's Page

Club News

.arter Home Scene
Of Tau Phi Lambda
Society Meeting
The Murray chapter of the Tau
PM Lambda Society of the Woodmen Circle met at the home of
Mrs. W. Z. Carter Monday evening. February 27. for the regular
nrsnthly meeting.
Ville president, Georgia Edvfards,
during
the
presided
ritualistic
work and _ the business session.
The girls decided to prepare a
Saint Patrick's basked. of fruit to
take to the hospital.
Following the closing ceremony,
Mrs. Carter directed the practice
of he drill team in preparation
for the Distri.t Convention achedd for March 23 in MayfielicLat
Hall Hotel. The Sorority Drill
tearn will officiate during the
speeial ceremonies a. the convention.
The evening closed with delicious refreshments being served by
the hostess. Mrs. Carter.

11
•••

o

Funeral Wreaths
• and Sprays
Artistically Arrang4d

•

15th at Poplar — Call 479

•

Activities

Spaghetti Supper
Held Thursday By
The Altar Society

Miss Nancy Lovins was hostess
for the last meeting of the Melody
The Altar Society of St. Leo's
Music Club held at her home on
Catholic Church
met Thursday
the Benton Road.
evening. March 1, at the home of
The program included solos and the president, Mrs. A. C. KoertdueLs by each one of the members ner.
present. Games and contests were
A spaghetti supper was served
also conducted. Miss Virginia Gorand a social hour followed with
don, president, presided at the
Mrs. Margaret Ross of Mayfield as
meeting.
a'. church at ten o'clock with Mrs.
Wednesday, March 7
The gueg. speaker. She gave a
Members of the Woodmen Circle
The Memorial WMS will observe Leonard Cole in charge of t h e
Refreshments of cherry tarts and very intereSang talk on the Mary
Service
Club were entertaine
the week of prayer at the church week of prayer program.
iced drinks were served by '..he tyke fashions.
• • • •
Thursday evening, March 1, by
at two o'clock.
-Members present were Mrs. R013hostess and her mother, Mrs. Her• • • •
The West Fork WMS Will meet Mrs. Martha Carter, state manager, man Lovins.
ert Ross, Mrs. G. W. James, Mrs.
with
a
dinner
at
her
home on
The First Baptist W1VIS will ob- at the home of Mrs. Orfield Byrd
John Shroat, Miss Marjorie MurOlive Street. Mrs. Carter was asserve the week of prayer at the at seven o'clock.
Those present were Sheryl Wil- phy, Mrs. John Resig, Mrs. Wil
•
•
•
a
sisted
by Mrs. Quitman Overcast. liams, Patty Pasco, Johnnie Pasco, ham Nail, Mrs. Joe
church at two-thirty o'clock.
Mikes, Mrs.
• • • •
The dinner of Spanish chienen, 'Pins, Betsy, and Arlo Sprunger, W. H. Graham,
The Memorial WMS will observe
Mrs. Clarence
The Murray High PTA w 1 11 the week of prayer at the church potato salad, baked beans, con- Jr., Jane Wheatley, Virginia Gor- Rohwedder, Mrs. Ed Shackelford,
dimen'.s, hot rolls, homebaked pies, don, Nancy Lovins, Mrs. R. L. and Mrs. Ed Fenton; Father Clarmeet a'. two-thirty in the audi- at two o'clock.
flAnkill4isnan4 Tau: Lot AOYIYSTUISI
• • • •
and coffee was served buffet style, Wade, Mrs. Arlo Sprunger, Mrs. ence Pet.itt of
torium.-Judge W. F. Rayburn will
Hickman and
r • •, TIOSNKOILOR
An enjoyable social and recrea- Kay Williams, Craig Williams, and Father Edward
be the guest speaker, his topic
Russell of Fancy
The First. Baptist WMS will Ob- tional. hour followed.
Mrs. Lovin s
"Families Can Be Fun".
ViairDIRKR44
Farm.
serve the week of prayet.•at the
0
• • •
A AL 42_.A
During the business session plans
ADM'S-SI-0144
church at two-thirty o'clixik.
The
guests
were
Mrs. Pets—ianThursday, March 8
were made for the District ConWoocknen Circle Grove No. 126
zera, Mrs. Art Smith, Mrs. Ed
The Five Points WMS will meet
vention s.heduled for March 23
MATINEE
NIGHT
Beltzhoover, Mrs. Pat O'Connell,
at the Five Points Mission at ',wo will meet at 7:30 at the Woman's in Mayfield at the Hall Hotel.
Adults
Club
House.
Loyd
Mrs.
Boyd,
Adults
35c
45c
Mrs. Donald DeLabar, Miss Jeaneto'clock. All members are urged
Reports of Junior activities over
grove president, urges all memte Woodward, all of Murray; Mrs.
Children
25c
Children ..... . 25c
to attend.
the districts were given by Mrs.
bers to be present.
• • • •
Margaret Ross and Mrs. BernaB. Wall Melugin and Mrs. Goldia
Mesh, important in men's shoes
• • •
•
dene Roberts of Mayfield.
The Mather Singers of the MurCurd, district managers.
in dark tones, and tweed a n d
ray High School PTA will meet
The regular grove meeting will chevron weaves, is also a feature
The South Murray Homemakers
in the Music Room at one-fifteen Club will meet wi'..11 Mrs.
Frank be held Thursday, March 8 at in boys' shoe fashions as spring
o'clock. Mrs. C. C. Lowry, chair- Hargis at one-thirty
seven-thirty o'clock in the even- goes into summer. Here,
o'clock.
grained
man.
ing at ....he Woman's Club House. lea'hers combined with mesh are
Friday, March 9
• • • •
(Mrs.
Carter
urged
all
members
The Meviorial WMS will observe
favorites in two and three-eyelet
Thursday, Mardi 8
the week of. prayer at the church to be present.
,terns.
S • I - il
The Young -- Matroht—GrOup of at seven2..hirty o'clock.
Black still holds a lead; in the
CREAAE coif
the CWF of the First Christian
• • • •
brown family the new teak, and
Church will meet at the church
the lighTer, more ned.ral maple
The First Baptist WMS will obat seven-thirty delock.
shades are good in both smooth
serve the leek of prayer at the
• • • •
leathers and grains.
church at two-thirty o'clock.
The Wesleyan Circle of t h e
• • • •
For school and play wear, the
WSCS of the First Methodist
white or newer grayed-white buck
Mr_
and
Mrs.
James
Osborne
of
Chur.ii will meet in the new eduThe North Murray Homemakers
blucher with black or red rubber
NAVY
cational building at seven - thirty Club will meet at the home of Richmond announce the engage- sole is the basic out-of-doors shoe
'n WEDGWOOD
ment
arid
approaching
marriage
of
o'clock.
Mrs. Esco Gunter a', one-thirty
for the S,oungerNi
*/
calf
• • • •
their daughter, Anna Lee, to Wito'clock.
ham S. Foy, son of Mr. and Mrs.
• • • •
The Elm Grove -WMS will meet
This is the pump that's 100% soft
S. V. Foy of Murray.
The West liasel Homemakers
Miss Osborne is a graduate of
rootionl Its soft-toe soothes.
Club will meet at the home of the University of Kentucky and
Mrs. Ellie Paschall at one o'clock. is now employed as home econoIts tissue • leather lining pampers.
• •
• •
'
'
mist for Kentucky Utilities'.-in
0IAm0SI:0
RING
AS-BLACK
Maysville.
Its cork insole coshions your
pew&
Saturday. March 10
Mr. Foy attended Murray State
The .Captain Wendell _Oury chapI,fe. Its Neolits sole's dancing
College and graduated from the
ter of the DAR will meet at the
University of Kentucky. He is
home of Mrs. Foreman Graham,
flexible. ho fashion -bow
Sharpe S.reet, with Mrs. George now employed as a research engineer.
Hart as ebhostess at two-thirty
The wedding will take place in
O'clock.'
Richmond on Saturday. March 10.
; POLKA -DO?
I
•BEAUTIFUL SHOES WITH
Made is Tan, I
Navy, Block
A MADE-TO-MEASURE FIT

Weddings

Jo Burkeen, Editor . . . Phone 694-M-4 or 763-J

•

Melody Music Club
Has Regular Meet

Locals

Dinner Meeting Is
Held By Service
Club On Thursday

SOCIAL CALENDAR

THURSDAY ONLY

Mash, New Feature
In Shoes For Boys

Miss Osborne And
William S. Foy To
Marry On Saturday

(Personals)

that win

• Favor With All The
New Spring Colors

ATTENTION
NASH OWNERS

Mrs. Opal Browder of FuLon is
the guest of Mrs Calle Jones and
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Farmer this
week on West Main Street.

See

Us

NOW

LYNN $175.00
Also $225 to 350
Wedding Ring $100.00

For

That New

,1956 NASH
Mrs. Lenten Clanton is in Chatanoogi, Tennessee this week
with
her
daughter,
Mrs.
,sharles Miller and family. Mrs.
Miller is resovering from recent
surgery.

•

Furches

L. E. DICK MOTOR CO.

JEWELRY

Year 's %Sit Dealer
Phone 1213
415 N. 7th Si.
Mayfield, K y.

E.

Side Sq.

Ph. 193-3

Weiconte ca ate liwtoty.

NEW
EASTER SHOES

as seen in Good Housekeeping and Charm...

by

..40.0•01•0•00•

Spring parading
.51 AT EASE

•

KtEER - SHEER

.4a

9
HOSIERY
,sleris

Let smart Claussiner nylons
complement your Easter costume
and compliment your legs.
Personalized Proportions
insure snug, trim fit.
Claussner Nylons are
wonderful to wear.
Bright gift idea, too!

parting new sty les for children, to help them look their

Ittlotd,Foim,

best, Easter and after! Happy young shoes,prIced for value,
buitt for hard wear ... and styled the way the youngsters lot"

SEAUTIPUL SHOES WITH
A MADE-TO-MEASURE PIT

for Those Who Like The Finest

$1.15

color and detail echoed in every Step Master!

STEP MASTIC

PICAS FEATURE SHOES
ARE REALLY 'SOMETHING SPECIAL!"

Such effortless flattery—in the touch-o'-Spring

Designed. as always, for the perfect

shoe your wardrobe's waiting fort Step in now

contour-fit careful mothers

MOON,Ofif.eift(

and try Natural Poise soft-shoe flexibility, cork

demand!

INAVER!AMON

heel, relaxed at the toes, all ease) on a happy

$1.95

medium heel. Step out lighter o' foot in

Sand,
Blue.

Absinthe, Cream,
Patent, Red, Sky

•

them! Yes, you'll see fashion's corning trends in

• ,• '.5‘
4,

LEATHER

cushioning, combination-last fit (slimmer at

to

Wedgwood, Navy.

AIR MOLES
M TIM upinci
RUM IN
ARCM PROIECTO•'

•
.'0••
01)
••••••••0•1

$8.95 to

$10.95

1.111 11 L ETON'S

•

•
*5
•••-•••••••••••••

$4.95
to
$6.95

-•••••.,:10100••••••••
•

-•0010

1,

•

•
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PAGE SIX

Custom Styling Plus Cool
Comfort Assured For Men

,
----No, Men! The same pair of cut vamp
of hand-woven leather,
shoes doesn't answer for all-season. with glove-soft
leather quarter and
wear any more. Your house is foam rubber
sole. In black. f'ed
air-conditioned for the summer or light tan
colors they're the
months. Maybe your car. Why perfect accompani
ment to slacks
not your feet which have to or walking
shor.s. Easy on the
cope with blistering pavements eye—and m.ghty
easy on the foot!
during the dog days.
Not quite so casual but still
One big answer, getting more a - country and
knockabout shoe
popular all the time, is the ven- is the low-cut one
-eyelet Oafard,
tilated shoe which now offers usually in light—
tan smooth or
custom styling plus the maximum grained
calf With vamp of wideof summertime' comfort and cool- open handwoven
leather in Matchness.
ing color. A good shoe in any
Perforated leathers, hand or summer wardrobe.
machine woven leathers are feaSlip-ons get the new look with
tures of some of the smartest clever use of ver.tilated
leathers.
shaes of the coming season. They and are shown :n patterns
from
appear in everything from casuals casual to dress. 'A convention
al
to dress shoes.
five-eyelet for the bus.ness men
Easy on Eyes and Feet
gets the new look with perforated.
For country and weekend wear. vamp arrd saddle:- Solos
the Italian type features a straight ated leather for the vamp
of a

•••••

•
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Sheer Enchantment
For M lady s Foot
Comes In Vinylite

4-eyelet oxford or dress slip-an
thet's the high light of a party .have let their fancy run riot
in poLshed black calf.
costume And that's where vinylite
There are mule types and sandals
Coil to Wear
comes in.
in vanylite, each of them a jewelCool to look at and to wear
Vinylite makes .the Cinderella er's piece. Take for 'example
the
is a smart moccasin vamp tweislipper of glass. It lends itself Icrystal clear vainylite mule,
bockblack
eyelet of
with vamp of
In any season, fhere's a place Ito sheer enchantment in cocktail
'less, of course, with slender lucite
-what" bushed leather.- for the goy and frivolous
land dance shoes. With this clear heel and open toe — and for
And eny man who prides himself slippers — the sheer
transparen
t material, shoe designers decoration, a huge butterfly ornaextravaganza
on his taste in town footwear
would ,be happy to wear the
one-eyelet tassel oxford in black
with vamp and flared torsue of
gleaming black woven leather.
These are just. a hint of the
high styling which is now going
into -a fashion which owned its
origin to a demand for greater
contort in summer footwear. A
pair of air-cooled shoes—and possibly two ar three—is now a must
in the well-regulated summer wardrobe.

i

Among the peasants of Sicily
the custom is to sleep with the
feet 'resting on a pillow al ahe
head of the lied. The reasoning
behind this is that the feet do
work and hence deserve .he most comfortable rest.

WEDNESDAY — MARCH 7, 1956
o
mneen tsrdien

oefxotthiec

vcaorn
loprs poised

at ;any formal costume.
In another forrnal mule type
Less exotic, but equally smart, of slipper, the rhinestone studded
-1
a cocktail shoe consists of a gold heel is white satin, the open toe
kid halter sling with inserts
vamp, is clear vinylite with glittervinylite on the vamp. and 'lug cabochon ornament of rhineclearlucite heel. Gold and crystal for stones.
the shoe that can accompany
a

Black Patent
$10.95

alao

Accent on Elegance

me leather lovingly handled like fabr
ic

for the dress-up side.of.your life

eh

tilaSX/0/1

1

Black Patent
S8.95

Black Patent
$9.95

,
ab

Her first nylons,.

and they're

•

bur

rn e 0

2a,K.14,
DRESS SHEER

bur-mil Cameo

•

Seamless S-T-R-E-T-C-H
SHAPE

26011

Box bag in calfskin takes spring curve.

•

Patent pouch with trim lines, stitching.
Many others in lateirt Spring styles to
bltnd beautfully with "The New In Shoes"

$1.65 pr. — Spring -Neutrel- Shade . . .
•

To Blend With All The Lovely New Spring Colors

We Also Have Cameo Nylons In Seam Stretch
and Sandal Foot Seamless

a

Wedgewood Blue
White Bark

Navy
Light Blue
Pink
Pangma
$8.95

510.95

... All The New Shades For Spring...

See Them Now At

0•01111•11m.

,
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me.
ntnal mule type
hinestone studdedtin, the open toe
tylite with glitterii..ment of riling--

•

Slippers Feature
Luxury Leathers
The head of the house can relax in 4.yle in the new slippers
designed for spring ,and summer
wear.
There's luxury to the nth de0
ree
,
in the new leathers.. Solt
a suppleth
on
e foot. they're
s an and elegant in design, with
tut'. inixmtizen Contmenuid
air
trial prevails in all foot wear.
Black is a favored color, as is
ti...lt brown and the maple and

THE LEDGER & TIMES = MURRAY, KY.

tan shades. Some men still go
fur the bright red and navy blue
slipper, but black and beige-tobrown tones are in ,he lead.
Styles featured in more formal
wear have definitely influenced
alfipper design
Narrower vamps,
lighter soles And, Some of these
_Slippera. will do double duty with
informal weekend costumes.
Shp-ons are top favorites, in
snacoth, gr...ned or woven leathers, either moccasin or plain-toe.
The sandal has become a house
and casual type, with special...to
younger wearers.

you'll really
start h
the moment you first experience the
pleasure of the perfect fit, the fashion.
right styles and the exquisite colours
available in our collection of lovely

;itcaniffo.a_

q
•

Sit),

National Stores
CORPORATION

Murray,

Kentucky.

Dress them smartly in
shoes that really fit!

Lower Heels Higher Fashion Dressy Look
On New Spring, Summer _Shoes Wins Favor
Boys
Good news for women. They,,1 endless variety in heel trims.
used to be called sensible. Thel Lucite heels are still a feature.
mid-heel heights and the flats. They've been seen on the street
Shoes with these heel heights were this last season but are now being
conservative, conventional, built for mere and more used for cocktail
comfort rather than eye-appeal.
and dance shees.
Things are different now, and
There
are. painted, .filigreed,
are Sne girls happy! The medium Jeweled heels
and heels made
heel has become high fashion. of fabric o•r printed
leather on
Designers, realizing the army of the new- shoes for spring
and
women who want this heel, have summer. For daytime wear, the
gone to work with great success heel in contrasting -leather, and
to glamorize it. It appears on. color, especially patent, is a feature
many of the smartest shoes of of many of the most attractive
the spring season.
town s:hOes.
Medium heels are thinner, more
delicately curved, flattering as well
as comfortable on the foot. Even
square heels have been narrowed
base- - to --give- a --541117- •
look. Wedges are in many instances
shaped or whittled out to a flattering line.
- The story TaT the Yeelcomplete without mention of the
decorated heels which are going
right en into spring. There is

Shoe Hygiene Is
Basic Principle
Of Foot Health
While we take foot hygiene for
granted, almost none of us ever
thinks of shoe hygiene. Yet, how
cats there be foot cleanliness without shoe cleanliness?
- vete-ea./A— -wash
your shoes. But there are 'some
things you can do to keep them
look-ng and feeling fresh on your
feet.
For example, every few weeks
you an insert a new socklining
— the lining over the • insole
of your shoe. These linings are
inexpensive, can be inserted easily.
They give a "new shoe" feel to
the foot.
At least once during the life
of the shoe have a new lining
fitted to the upper portion inside
the shoe. Perspiration and dirt
detei iorate these linings. ,A new
lining makes a sanitary, comfortable shoe.
Don't wear the same pair of
shoes day in and out. Altermrte
another pair. And
with
them
.change your shoes on the same
day. Remember, shoes accumulate
I lot of grime and dirt and
moisture. Our shoes need air and
light to remain fresh and sanitary.
Don't wear shoes that have become shabby. It's certainly no
economy. Worn-out, run-over slices
are harmful for your feet, and
are unhygienic. besides.
There's a lot more economy in
' buying a new pair. There'll •
chance of acquiring athlete's foot
ar blisters or corns.
When so shoe loses its shape it
loses its value. And when it's old
it's dirty and unnygienic.
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Like their fathers and older
brothers, boys are going for the
two and three-eyelet shoes this
spring
They are beginning to
take precedence over the oneeyelet that was the predominant
Style a year ago.

slightly grown-up air which
goes with boys' clothes this season.
The Italian influence is evident
even for the younger set. Toes
are slimmer looking, with closer
t•cige trims on the soles.
Smooth leathers predominate, but
fine grains that take a good polish
are also important in these shoes
designed for school and semi-dress
wear.- Black continues to rise in

popularity in dressy oxfords.
Lustrous brown -grain leather
is another accepted favorite in
this more conventional -type of
shoe. The tans and medium browns
in smooth or grain have a more
casual look.
In this category come the oxfords
which combine colors, as ,black,
brown, or 'tan with white, or use
vamp treatments of matching or

contras'
,
leathers
There's a much wider choit:e
this spring in these well-styled
shoes for sehcot and semi-dress
wear, in keeping with the whole
trend in boys' and men's apparel.
For more utility weal. the Lido
or two-eyelet oxford in 'Irnoke"
or off - white piomises to be
popular

They Are a little, dressier in
look. They're low-cut, but not
to the extreme of a season ago.
They're smart, well-fitting with

-

LOVELY NEW SHOE
for Women and Girls!

GIRLS' SHOES
Our
,ow

Price _-

Colorful footnotes tett kity—a-HisiecitInF, 801717. "eve
of excitinFr, new styles for women and girls ... at low budget-pleasing prices!
a wonderful selection

A0w- fcw --Feariterl 1strar style In black patent
and blue oink or white
!e-ther. 3-8.

The wonderful comfort of an unlined shoe is now available
for the new season in the latest fashion, for town and country
wear. ---D
7
ght, simple and unadorned, this one-eye tie— is by
British Walkers.

-

Women's Smartly Styled 7

mieee.z 0494 -Graeber-Girls'

SP4PT 54F.W STRAPS
NEW SPRING PUMPS
es
99 .Etr,
a.,,
Siel•-• EtotT will head AselEastar Parade! Shiny Week Psi
'
$4Tet
ents and amoothr elk lar'h stales ‘eith •-nn'".
,r1 n o.
head trims. Whit". "Ink and
Moe 81'.-12- 12," '3.

Here are two of the many $
styles from which to choose,
Black patents and smooth
elk leathoncs in non..1,r spring
colors. Sizes 4 to 10.

tifolgr'in e "
11 "
1
Ift. FFIUT
* TAN
4,4 NT,e,,t
r U'
.
,rro
"”
(
** YE! 0W
OW
For casual cernt'ort . . .set--• a
pair of these need
lea re-eoy
loafers. e"*"-`)ed ..mocaasin . toe.
812es 4 to 10.

4311

1111
‘..4
.

All the wonderful changes for the better in adutt shoes are
now reflected in footwear for children too, as seen in the
abcve sturdy shoes for school and play wear. His and hers
both. by Poll Parrot.

Flats Play Big
Role In Spring
Shoe Wardrobe
--Yea wamen are wearing flats.
And they don't have to go to
the children and junior departments to get them.
Fiats are now a recognized
part of a well-organizcd snoe
waidrube, and mighty smara they
are rot spring Good shoe making
and
nart new degigns have made
the flat more than. a mere country
,7asual.
comfortable. of
divinely
It's
,ourse, but its claim to high style
coMparatively recent.
They come in halter styles and
new dipped slings. In tailored
flats to wear with tweeds toe
aquare throat and straight sideline
gives the new look.
I For hot weather wear sandalized.
bare stripping and banded flats go
well with pretty summer cottons.
Materiala are as varied as styles,
depending on when and where
you plan to wear the little shoe,
Raffia, especially in black and
white, is a summer feature. Glove
or rough suede leather for the
town And country type.
Grained and sArunken leathers.
and lustre leathers in dark or
paStel shades add to the variety.
Velveteen comes in lovely colors.
Very high hat.

•

4

Our Buster Browns are designed to
stand up under lots of wear from
youthful activities. And we use the
exclusive 6-point fitting plan that in• sures perfect fit every time. We have
a complete selection in all sizes, so
bring the youngsters in now for a new
pair of Buster Browns.

Adam's Shoe Store
106 S. 5th St.

Phone.1.06.11.

Sleek new one-eye ties featuring autheiitic Italian styling are
among the smart new shoes of. the spason -for men. Note trim
details, teasel laces and toe bumper. Shown, the New Winthrop Lira.

"This is the way we walk to church...
with our mommy and daddy!"

Mrrunnsth . what o woinderfv1 feeling, Did you
Bet everybody's looking at
ever tee such whiny shoes . bet every
and girl with they hod a pawl

Foot Doctor Same,
Names May Differ

Sion 41
/
2 to I, S. C, D, E
$1.55
IVA 'to 12, A, I, C, D, 1. 15.93
In, to 4, A, 5, C, D, E.. KIS

Is there any' difference between.
chiropodist and a podiatrist'
None at all, ex7ept in terminology
preference. Both oviform the same
woik. attend the same schools,
pass the same state examinations
to practice.
Chiropodist is the older term.
and is used by most foot doctors.
It came into use about 150 years
ago. whereas -podiatrist" was adopted by some fool, doctors about
40 years ago.
GENUINE GOODYEAR WELTS
DON'T RR ALARMED
It's jus'. as normal to walk with
the toes inward • or outward a
ti, the toes pointed
straigli, ahead. The angle of the
feet in gait is hereditary.

'
4 81r se•elt"'

ramosidirmietimisi•i:
A braes tipped heel featured on a simply smart tie pump is
an exciting new fashion note for this spring, available in
vanilla, black, red and navy kid. Called the Tapper by Capez.io,

).
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They :, ...,.,:o ia she hand ..ia!
7
,
• on • ihe foot. soft and flexible iii I '
new soft tinhages.-- They're' sliml in line, slim and curved -in heel, Q
the last word in femininity.
There is a great variety of ea'.- Selection
i
terns to choose from -- the deep
..-11. throat. the oval throatliae, the
While every facia ig slightly dif\ 4
Theyarterrese.t.-reere' r a-rnat:t. theyarea -Ale -eyeing—
squared al votrip wa'..h disappear- ferent in 'detail from any other,
different: Spoctatiir used to 112 althere'a ,a whole palette of neu
ing sides introduc.d by Givenehy. feet fall into basic cliie.sifications.
dull nanisa for aa basis sh:oa Brown- cobra to glamorize the spec-tato
.•
a.
It's the chanse of a lifetime
a good idea to gek.'acquainted
and-white. black-and-white. navy- slices Pale-- b.aque :•rr.-d light behopump may not be new — to pick THE pump that flatters It's
The
with your foot type. It will help
and-white. or possibly red-and- and the whole beage-to-brown fain.t's news! The beautiful new. your foot and is velvet - sot'. o you do is better lob of selecting
hot
ity are import.'nt.
white for a dash of exeitement
Imnips wit. h open -the ap.r.rig
walk in.
. .
the best shoes for your fee',..
Newest 'making of all are the
Today the spectator is is highly
diffe..nt foan the old
4..n
The plain pump is still t h e
Firsta
./there's the bony, narrow
flawer-oetal
colars
in
fine-gra..red
styled_ as the most foianal. shoe
shoid aat .pera pump as si,..eps are caidice of many
women. But it's fait. ft's a long, strong. supple
pastel pinks.
in yhur wardrobe. It's tate shoe t-atured Ieahcr
d ".,'a pump W Ith a new look, due to foot. usually a little loose-Jointed
you'll probably wear the most yellaal, blues and violets to go
the seamless folded topline. the and "stretchy" Shoes for such feet
so highly adaptable is it to vanota v-,th speipg vvoolens, and
lower bank , and sLraighter side. should be slightty, ommiy. so as not
'0 team,
haa,ppiray with Your
s"^"he' -anaturneta
'A very much smarter silhouette to rub against -the bony portions.
vens.
ig -991 is sLminer cottons and-TriThe spectator or- Spriir
than that of the pump we knew The heel, however, should f i t
slim and elegant, with -tapered
a few seasons bock. and artfully snugly.
toe rnd delicately shaped heel.
MESHES FOR MEN
-.
adapted to the slim sheath Lnes
is
the stocky-muscular
Next
whether high, low or medurn. P
Cocl.
t •Iihn-tahle rocsoes for
which prevail 'in high
foot. usually on the "thick" side.
faikion
comis in new leathers.
oomen
ask
the
question.
non th.s spring will of:er rrieshe,
The toes are b:g, have a powerIn addition to the clax• smooth
-ht heel" ihould I town clothes,
ful grip: the ball is vhde; the
Many
of
the
pumps
for
the
cornea era art.su
answer is that a shoe
oo 'oaf for wear to business.
_opus rn,a,seriabs ota alligator. sontla
-wa• rd:a-to sarsold hantain shoes with in season go in for smart decors. skirt is zbaltee the arch is lower.
brushed so that it looks sueded.
trshtS, from flat ho tine tou.ttes. But '.hey are done
—and the . faie grains -thatPs the occasion for which with a master's hand to emphasize
a high potash and are glawe-soft
t`e sh.,e is worn that determiners rather than detract, from the gracetut limn; of .he shoe itself. Typic-al
on the foot.
1,•• heel height best for you
Asealways, combinations of lea:
. Fa. exomple. for 1::mal or. -trims are narrow self-strippings,
theta and colors are imamoant
v.:se dress-up osea•sions, the tiny fold-baek throat tabs, center
ond off-side draping and slim flat
in this type of shoe. But they
vc:y n:ga
. usually worn.
handle thorn differently nowadays
or pat ;y -wear, the self bows.
Fo-r
Back . and, heel may be of one
rnod.uni-to-high heights of .heels Color of course is important
color, vamp of another. Mud-guard
.../Itlecis_Lin_Ralso'.. in polished calf.
are In eaod taste
treatments have been reviVed afar
For in-town wear the mid-heignt in silk or silk and leather comeffective contrasts Stine:Imes stitfrom • comfort binations. andfor women who preheels meocteal-br.
ching Cr pip.rg adds .
fer it, black auede.
and drea-a-up- atandpoint.
touch. usually with heel to m.:tch.
Blue bows to brown this spring
For •shspp.ng or walk,ng the
Pinking. perforatiens ad Cutouts.
u t
low-tiamed:um heights are best in high f....sh:on brackets,
the
underlay
of
cokr
'add
with
Not only are these more him- you can't get away from nayy
dressmaker look :hot o:s essential
faitoble but they are less fatikuine t blue as a popular spring shoe
This year.
Or the new look; ic's blue
because such heels have a wider
Brown-and-white. ar.d bllek-andwith a lustre finish
snore secure base.
,
wear
r Junior to
white ;sok new in• :he., new tato.:I, %or to
Too row or' flat heels (from
,s are hem eyolet
th.harah.
treatmenee Redstieser-talack -proahaea
cne-fiallir"115—"enr inch in heighti
to be, a high 10-hten comb.nation bl ok 'a -al wthite &aained-moc blu- are brit suited for sports wear.
for arouhd the house, for shy
e of o.k involving long stardoa, or for Irisuoe wear.
It's wrong to voaar one vale
L.Lits.:. -LOVED FOR ITS RICH,
' heel all or most of the time
frcrin
standpoint of style
TEXTURED LOOK
comfort or foot health. Zoo..(ont wearing of high heels
oilers -the calf muscles. ever. ,•ty cause leg aches and f •
Ism
•
By alternating with I,
is these ills, are prevented_
P. used to be that the lower
heel the heavier and less
..ssy the shoe. But taday you
o buy smart, dressy. light Shoes
ay heel height so that you ataita whoa stitching on pa:
' be both comfortable and in shoes is now snore than decorati
oae at all times and for any It's elasticized to keep hugging •
' foot for comfort By Poll Pah
-s.cn.

Slim Softer
Pumps Here
For Spring

Slim Elegance Built Into
The New Spectator Shoes

•

trtv-Irn s

eet 1 our Feet For Easter
Of Proper Shoes

Fit Heel Height
To The Occasion
Rule Of Fashion

MARCH 7, 195i-

They're ,oinfortiible, easy to wear
and .adaptable to today's 'mode of
life for any age.
The more conservative are going for the Tao) and three cycle'.
bluchers in slightly hather cut
patterns in new leathers and 0010i
,aimbiriations
These feet perspire more, tend!
5.irooth and crushed leethea.
to be "spready." People with su:h
glove elks and supple calf add‘i
feet should ehange shoes often;
---- -the ease and comfort which has
:shoes should have a good arch.
A basic shoe in any wardrobe, always ta•en a prime feature of
and good instep support.
the blucher has taken on higher the Blucher type of- shoe.
T-hen there's the short, fat foot.
styling, new leathers and color
Lighter vfeight - is important.
Thee feet ore usually small, the
combination for Spring
Lines are slim but not exaggerbones deLositeo the skin aenaitive.
Beloved of the younger .set are
ated. Combinations of leathers and
The foot is compact, built to carry
still the one and two-eyelet lowcolors give the new look. In this
heavy weigh... Care should be takcuts. But bluchers aren't confined
en against shoes with long .V3MpS. to the school and college crowd. department. shoes are more apt
to be list in color, as well as
for these feet usually have a high
werilit. Such shades a; Mtigle:
instep, a good areh. The shoes
should be strong, have a sound have a distinct structure of Their Smoke ahd Adobe. with white
arch, for people w.th these feet own, but tend to function "accord- light colored vamp '.reaments.
ing o type"
are ordinarily heavy.
Black and white is a smart comIf you know your foot type
Those are the three basic '.ypes
bination. appealing to the youthof feet, and almost all of us have you can seleat shoes that will
wearer in the low-eut, one
feet fitting largely to one of these serve your foot's best interests ful

Bluchers Will
Please More
men Folks
.58..

descrisztious. These.feel. • no.._onlzoold also look best.

—

eyelet patLern
-

emKtvis Specially Selected Feature Items
SPRING
and
EASTER

SHOE

54
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Women s Casuals

°love-soft
pigskin

Spring '56 Styles
Distinctive Pumps
Flattering Pumps
Gay Ballerinas
Smart Sandals
Sizes 4 to 10

Desigued To Flatter Your Foot
Many styles ... all bright awl new for Spring and
Easter '56. Every pair styled to help you look your
best from head to toe. You'll wear these proudly . .
daytime, afterrioon and evening.. muck and black
patent, special red, pastel blue, white bark and umbre brown.
$1.98 to $4.98
Other Casuals Priced at

StAiillfirt sty

first for fashion.., first for fit...
The ever popular and traditional five-eyelet wing tip oxford
for men is smartly resiyled and made cool as a colans for
this spring and summr by use of nylon mesh. This model SI
by Stacy-Adams.

-Softest pigskin in a Funster styled by
Naturolizer in a soft, flevible shoe
that gives you perfect fit. Cork cushioned heel to toe .. no slip,
no gop, no pinch. Here now, in
your eAact size.

Children's Footwear
In New Spring Styles

Fashion Footwear

Patent
Pink
Vanilla
Patent
Two-tone

the most
'comfortable
shoes you--con 1.7ear!

Strips
Sandals

[meters
Size's Sc to Large 3
ti.
Footwear
built
fit growing feel
Y e
comfortably
sturdy enough t
hike rough wear
Oxfords and

Others $1.98
to $4.98

Straps and Slings
Pumps and Sandals
Attractive Oxfords
Patents and Colors
Sizes 5H to 10
Medium and high heel
fashion footwear, styled to add a sparkle to
your eye. Patents and
new spring colors.
Other Footwear
$3.98 to '$7•98

Men's Oxfords
'
4/sin

..1

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES ASSURE PERFECT COMFORT

1111.44141gr
:i.r.

Misses and Childr;ri

d"

"

LiPutt!fryk.

sei595
and discover how Roblee Cush inn-Flex—
sh
h t like an old friend From the verv first step. Their
smart. handsome si-v ling gives no hint of the built-in
features that wawa f the matchless comfort:arid walk.
nni raw. that onl) Cushion-Fkx pros ides. Select from
mail) new istsles.
Corm! in

the young pant of

Dressy and well
built styles. Om'
and two- strapF
White and pagtels.

Slim twining bands cleverly encircle your foot in our
next-to-nothing shoe. On a stiletto-slim heel, it's made

$10.95

for gay ond exciting steps.

/- nAMS S HOE STORE
106 S. 5th St.

1"

ties in s')oes

Favorite styles of dress
oxfords including waffle
vamps, flat vamps, loafers
and plain toe. Highly polished tan.
Other Dress Oxfords
to $8.98

Select Easter Needs
Now on Lay-Away Plan
Select the things you want
now while variety is large.
Small deposit will hold.

Phone 106-W

"1- •
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